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A Note from the Author 

As of February of 2019, it has been over 6 years since the start of the BYK Project and much has changed. 

 

The single biggest result of the BYK Project is the two way King Street protected bicycle lane. This lane is a core component of the emerging "low stress" bicycle 

network in Honolulu. The lane opened in December of 2014. Initially marked as a one way facility, the lane was converted to a two way facility in the summer of 

2015. This has resulted in almost doubling the number of people cycling along the corridor. 

 

Pre-construction ridership daily ridership average (8/26-8/27/2014): 384  

Post-construction daily ridership average (6/2015-6/2016): 745 

 

For more on the results of the project, check out the BYK Project website. 

 

When we started developing the BYK Project Vision Plan, protected bike lanes were not part of the city’s bicycle master plan and none were in the works.  The 

King Street protected bike lane is a direct result of countless meetings with the public, our elected representatives, and the Department of Transportation Services.  

It also comes after the BYK Project Vision Plan received the endorsement of the Honolulu City Council along with Neighborhood Board 8, Cycle Manoa, Sierra 

Club Oahu Group, and American Diabetes Association. We also collected over 400 signatures from Honolulu residents. This bike lane was the result of a team 

effort. I’ve done my best to include the names of the individuals and organizations that helped us along the way in the acknowledgments section of this document. 

Any omissions or errors are the fault of this author. The document below includes more than just protected bike lanes and there is still much work to be done in 

order to achieve the other plan elements.  My sincerest hope is that a protected bike lane on king street is just the start of a “complete streets” transformation that 

moves Hawaii towards a brighter future. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alex Broner 

2/10/2019 

 

Preface  

The BYK Project is a grassroots community effort to make it safer, easier, and more enjoyable to walk, bicycle, and take transit along the corridor formed 

by Beretania, Young, and King Streets in Honolulu.  By making these streets into “complete streets” we will also make them more aesthetically pleasing and 

create an improved environment for residents and local businesses. 

This document, the BYK Project Vision Plan (”the vision” for short) is meant to illustrate the kind of changes which will improve the corridor for all. 

Redesigning these streets into complete streets will require careful attention to detail and public outreach. The vision plan contained herein is meant to provide an 

http://www.honolulu.gov/bicycle/bicyclefacilities/bicycle-projects/821-site-dts-cat/site-dts-bicycle-program-cat/22456-king-street-cycle-track-2.html
https://www.bykproject.com/results
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overview of where we’re headed. It is meant to act as a resource to inform future design work.  It is also the starting point for a conversation about the choices we 

can make together in how we use the public space of our streets. 

Methodology 

The BYK Project team has collected information from 3 workshops held in the fall/winter of 2012 and combined it with stakeholder interviews and 

review of reports and plans related to the project area.  

 

The first meeting was held on September 13th 2012 and consisted of a moderated discussion/brain storming session designed to identify 

problems and (to a lesser degree) strengths/opportunities along the corridor. The discussion was held in the Moiliili Community Center as part of an 

official meeting of the Neighborhood Board 8 Zoning, Transportation, and Safety Committee meeting.  In attendance were 24 citizens of different 

ages, backgrounds, and preferred modes of transportation. This meeting helped identify the issues in the “Issues identified by stakeholders” section of 

this report. The second meeting was held at Da Spot on On October 11th. This meeting consisted of an informal discussion with volunteers as well as 

key stakeholders including City Councilmember Ann Kobayashi and cycling activists Robin Brandt and Natalie Iwasa. A total of 11 people attended. 

Discussion centered on the direction of the project and the approach that should be taken in order to translate any plan developed into reality. The 

third meeting was held on October 29th at the Moili’ili community center and consisted of a design workshop in which participants were ask to 

indicate their preferences with regards to how to reorganize the streets of the BYK Corridor. Due to a meeting regarding Waialae bicycle lanes 

attendance was limited to 6 people but productive discussion resulted. 

Before and after these three meetings occurred, key plans related to the area were reviewed by the project team. Please refer to the 

“references” list for the full list of documents that were reviewed. This vision plan was then drafted by the project team with Alex Broner as lead 

author. The vision plan is being shown to stakeholders in order to solicit comments and make revision where necessary. 
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Purpose and Need 
 

There are many reasons why streets should better accommodate walk, bicycling, and taking transit. These reasons include: health, economic, social justice, 

community building, and environmental concerns. Many of these reasons are sufficient in and of themselves and together they form an overwhelming case for 

imagining and ultimately creating better streets. 

Health and Safety 
 

Crashes 

 
The Walkable and Livable Communities Institute points out that: 

“The National Pedestrian Crash report shows that in Hawaii, from 1997 to 2006, there were 276 pedestrian fatalities with 37% of these occurring in 

Honolulu. Pedestrians 65 and older constitute only 11% of the population, but make up over 60% of Hawaii’s pedestrian fatalities. According to the State of 

Hawaii Department of Transportation Senior Pedestrians Marketing Plan, most pedestrian fatalities occurred between Kalihi and Waikiki. Not surprisingly, 25% of 

adults 55 and older in the state live in this area. This area is also a metropolitan center with a heavy commute pattern to and from work. Our study area of Moiliili 

has a senior-rich population and also exhibits high crash rates.” (WLCI Pg 4)  

If we take a closer look at where crashes involving pedestrians are occurring, then we see that the BYK Corridor has seen more than a few crashes 

involving pedestrians. King and Beretania Streets in particular have been the sites of many crashes involving pedestrians. Note that the narrower portion of 

Beretania (towards University Avenue) has considerably fewer pedestrian injuries than the wider portion, closer to Downtown. 
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Crashes Involving Pedestrians 
 

 

 

Note the limits of this data: it 

doesn’t indicate the severity of the crash or 

the circumstances involved. Nor does it 

show the non-EMS-involved crashes, or 

the near-misses, or the people who never 

even make a pedestrian trip because traffic 

makes them uncomfortable. It does 

however point to a larger pattern of high 

traffic arterials through densely populated 

urban areas of Honolulu having major 

pedestrian safety problems 

 
 (Data Source: Hawaii Department of Health) 
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Crashes involving cyclists and motor vehicles. 

 
 

Honolulu only started 

recording whether a cyclist crash 

involved a motor vehicle in 2009, so 

we don’t have as much cyclist crash 

data as we do pedestrian crash data. 

Nevertheless, the above map shows 

that cyclist crashes also tend to occur 

on high traffic arterials including 

King and Beretania Streets. 

 

Does this mean that cycling is 

inherently dangerous? 

 

Academic studies comparing the 

health benefits of cycling with the 

risks have found that for individuals 

the benefits of increased health and 

longevity greatly outweigh the risks. 

(Hartog Et Al 2010) and (Rabl et al 

(2012). 

 

 

 

 
(Data Source: Hawaii Department of Health) 
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The real and perceived risks of cycling do stand in the way of increased bicycle ridership.  The Honolulu 

Bicycle Master Plan cites Roger Gellers, the Bicycle Coordinator for the Portland Office of Transportation in 

suggesting that one can group cyclists into four “groups”. The active riders groups include: those who would cycle no 

matter what (Gellers calls them “Strong and Fearless”); those more careful but still “Enthused and Confident”, and; 

those who would cycle if they felt safe, the “Interested but Concerned”. You’ll note that this is the largest group, 

making up as much as 50-60% of the population. There are always some people who will not be interested in cycling 

no matter what, but there is considerable evidence that this is a minority of any population, and that with the proper 

facilities and programs significant portions of the public will shift to cycling. In Copenhagen for example, the weather 

is not nearly as agreeable as it is in Honolulu, yet the city has managed to achieve an enviable rate of over 40% of 

commuters traveling to work by bicycle. They’ve done this by building fully protected bicycling facilities. (More on 

this in the bicycle recommendations section) 

 

 

 (Source: Honolulu Bicycle Master Plan 

adaptation of Gellers) 

Benefits from Physical Activity 

 

 The health benefits of physical activity are many. People who exercise regularly have better: ability to control weight, combat health conditions and 

diseases, control their own mood, experience increased energy, get better sleep, improved sexual health, and last but not least have fun while exercising! (Mayo 

Clinic) Exercise doesn’t have to be something special, indeed getting exercise simply as part of one’s every day routine is a great way to do it without needing to 

plan it or even think about it. A person who walks a quarter mile to the bus stop, gets off the bus near their work, walks a quarter mile to work, and then does the 

whole thing in reverse has just walked a mile more than if they had taken the whole trip by car.  With the BYK corridor so close to employment centers such as 

Downtown, Waikiki, and UH Manoa, cycling is a potential option for many who are currently dissuaded by fear of cars. For older people too many would like to 

lead a more active lifestyles but are legitimately afraid of crossing the street.  Making it easier for people to walk, bike and take transit1 will provide health benefits 

to people of all ages and help them live happier and healthier lives. 

 

                                                      
1 All transit trips involve walking or biking trips so improving transit encourages people to walk or bike more. 
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Community Benefits 
 

Donald Appleyard in his book “Liveable 

Streets” explored the implications of high vehicle 

traffic upon the social relationships of a 

neighborhood. He studied three streets in San 

Francisco - selected because they were as 

identical as possible in every respect except for 

the volume of motorized traffic. He found that on 

the street with the least vehicular traffic people 

tended to have more friends in their 

neighborhood. Additionally, people spent more 

time hanging out in their neighborhood and had a 

greater sense that the entire street was part of their 

“home territory”. In contrast, those on the heavily 

trafficked streets had fewer friends, spent less 

time hanging out on the street, and had a much 

narrower sense of their “home area”.  This 

implies that to the extent we can reduce the 

volume of motorized traffic on our streets we can 

also foster a healthier and friendlier community. 

 
 Source: Streetsfilms adaptation of Appleyard graphic from “Liveable Streets” 
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Economics 
The Economic benefits of complete streets are manifold. The first and foremost direct benefit is enabling many more people to avoid the dollar costs of driving. 

Hawaii has the highest costs of owning and operating a motor vehicle in the country. In 2010 the 5-year cost of owning a vehicle was $51,233 in Hawaii. 

However in 2008 during the oil price spike it was over $59,000. (Edmunds.com 2008, Edmunds.com data as cited by BusinessCar.com). With oil production 

peaking and much of the world still dependent on oil, petroleum prices will increase again with economic growth. These increases are expected to act as limits 

upon economic growth both at a local and global level. (Heinberg 2009) As of 11/2/2012 a transit pass for unlimited rides on Honolulu’s bus system (TheBus) 

costs just $60 per month for a yearly cost of $720. Indeed even for those who already own a car, a years worth of bus passes is still less than the cost of operating 

the car, which is estimated by Edmunds.com at over $2,500 per year.  Walking and bicycling is even cheaper, low end bicycles are available new for a few 

hundred dollars and the only reoccurring costs are replacement of tires, chains and other moving parts that wear out over time. Similarly walking only incurs costs 

in the form of replacement shoes. 

Local economy benefits 

In addition to the direct benefits to those who forgo driving in favor of walking, bicycling, and transit, there are economic benefits to the local area as a 

whole. Recent research from Portland indicates that in that city cyclists tend to spend more money on local businesses. (Clifton Et Al 2012). Drennen (2003) 

reports that local businesses surveyed in the Mission district of San Francisco report positive economic results from bicycle lane implementation. The economic 

benefits of walking, bicycling, and transit make sense intuitively: much of the money otherwise related to owning an operating an automobile goes elsewhere. 

Hawaii - in particular - is neither an oil producer nor a major producer of automobiles or automobile parts. A person who saves money on transportation is going to 

have more money to spend on other things, things which strengthen the local economy. Additionally, walking and bicycling trips tend to be shorter range trips than 

driving trips.  A study conducted on travel mode and customer spending by Clifton et al (2013) found that cyclists in Portland spent more per month at local 

businesses than people who drove. Despite the fact that automobile drivers may spend more per trip, they were still outspent by cyclists due to cyclists making 

many more trips. (p12-13) Cyclist trips tended to be shorter, with an average trip distance of 2.4 miles (p11), approximately the length of the BYK corridor. 

Consequently, businesses at either extent of the corridor will benefit from improved bicycle infrastructure. 
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Equity and Social Justice 
 

The economic costs of driving as 

compared to walking, bicycling, and 

using mass transit also have clear social 

justice implications. People with low 

income are less likely to own cars than 

those who have higher incomes. Those 

who do own cars, out of necessity will 

tend to find it a financial burden. If low 

income people can achieve similar 

mobility with fewer or no motor vehicles 

owned, then they will have more money 

available for other purposes. 2000 

census, as reported by the UH–DURP–

Fall 2008 Planning Practicum, identifies 

the McCully Moiliili (MM) 

Neighborhoods as having more low 

income people than the island average. It 

also shows a higher percent of people in 

poverty (Ch. 3 pg. 17 and Ch. 3 pg. 23) 

Equity should also be considered 

from a standpoint of people who do not 

own a car.  Here’s a map showing places 

which have more than the island average 

of households which don’t own a vehicle. 

As you can see, the BYK Project area 

includes and is adjacent to areas with 

higher than average number of 

households that do not own a motor 

vehicle. These numbers will only go up 

as we improve people’s options for 

walking, bicycling, and using mass 

transit. 

 
(Adapted from the Honolulu High Capacity Transit Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (Chapter 1,  figure 1-9) 
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The Environment 

 

 
Rapidly-accelerating global climate change is 

chiefly a result of human activity induced greenhouse 

gas emissions. Internal combustion powered vehicles 

are a major source of these emissions. Anything that 

will encourage individuals to walk, bicycle, and take 

mass transit will likely reduce the area’s greenhouse gas 

emissions. It will also reduce emissions of other gasses 

that harm the environment and human health. 

 

Bernstein and Eby, 2009 provide us with the following 

table showing greenhouse gas emissions in Hawaii by 

source. 

“Light Duty Vehicles” form a substantial contribution to 

Hawaii’s greenhouse gas emissions. Due to Hawaii’s 

remote location and dependence upon tourism,  

reductions in Air and Marine uses are less practical than 

in the Continental US where substitution for 

technologies such as high-speed rail have unrealized 

potential. For this reason, in order to reduce emissions 

back to 1990 levels ground transportation must play a 

leading role. Depending on the growth scenario 

assumed, reductions of 35-50% will be required if 

Hawaii is to return to 1990 levels.  

 

 

 (Bernstein and Eby, 2009, pg 6) 
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Existing Conditions 
Beretania 

 Beretania Street varies in width throughout the corridor. The blocks closer to where Beretania meets King and University tend to be narrower, as narrow as 36 feet 

(from curb to curb) in places. As one travels along Beretania towards Downtown, the street gets wider, eventually reaching a width of 66 feet from curb to curb. 

Sidewalk width also varies on this corridor, ranging from 5-10 feet in places. A law is in place which requires that property owners along the narrower parts of 

Beretania who wish to redevelop their properties must set their buildings back in order to allow the street to be widened. Past re-development of individual 

properties has led to considerable variation in the right of way and curb distance, leading to “choppy” sidewalks. Beretania Street is currently configured for one-

way traffic within the BYK Corridor. 

<picture of choppy sidewalk goes here> 

Young 

Young Street is a narrower street which runs between Beretania and King. It is currently configured for two-way traffic. Its width varies but it tends to be about 36 

feet curb to curb with narrow (5-10 feet) walkways on the side. These walkways are often unpaved and it is common for cars to park on them thereby blocking the 

pedestrian-way. For part of its length it has bike lanes but these lanes are often blocked by parked cars. 

 

< picture of young street cross section > 

< picture of car parked on crosswalk > 

King Street 

King Street is consistently 66 feet across curb to curb. Sidewalk widths vary but some parts have the most generous sidewalks in the corridor, being as much as 15 

feet including the planting strip. It is one-way within the corridor except for after the University street intersection it functions as a two-way street.
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Issues Identified By Stakeholders 
On September 13th of 2012 the BYK Project held a workshop in cooperation with Neighborhood Board 8. The purpose of the workshop was to identify 

specific issues and concerns of people who walked, bicycled, drove motor vehicles, and rode the bus. The meeting was attended by over 24 people. The following 

is a summary of the issues that were identified at this meeting and in follow-on discussions with various stakeholders. 

 

Pedestrian Issues: 

• Crossing the street is difficult due to excessive street width, traffic speed, and lack of signals at many crosswalks. Insufficient time to cross at signalized 

crosswalks was also mentioned as an issue, especially for older residents. 

• Conflict between pedestrians and cycling on sidewalks was identified as a concern by those who walked in the corridor, including many who also 

cycled.  

• Limited visibility at certain intersections and driveways due to tight corners obstructing views. 

• Obstruction of sidewalks due to construction or cars partially or entirely in the walkway. 

• Poor sidewalk quality including broken or “choppy” sidewalks along Beretania and lack of sidewalks on Young Street. 

• Lack of Shade 

Cyclist Issues: 

• Cars passing too close, general proximity to motorized traffic 

• Cyclists traveling the wrong way on the street. 

• Cyclists without lights 

• Poor pavement quality 

Bus Issues 

• Insufficient bus stop seats and/or bus stop seats taken up by non-riders (typically homeless people) 

• Buses traveling too slowly due to traffic congestion and waiting for people to board. 

• Need to transfer/transfers make trip take too long 

• Stops offer poor shade. 

• Wheelchair ramps for buses too steep. 

• Cars illegally block curb lane 

• Lack of information on bus stop schedule and/or info on next bus arrival time. (rider experience with calling hotline number is mixed with some reporting 

success and others frustrated by being put on hold or hung up on repeatedly) 
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Quantifying Bus Delay 
Bus delay is a major source of many of the problems that people identified at our workshop. When buses are delayed by traffic congestion, stop lights, and 

the time spent picking up and dropping off passengers, it causes people to get to their destinations later than planned. Furthermore, the sooner a bus gets to the end 

of its route, the sooner it can turn around and provide more service for the same cost. In combination, faster and more frequent service boosts ridership, which 

makes providing even more service economical, creating what is potentially a positive feedback loop and a win-win situation for riders and the public. For all of 

these reasons it is necessary to quantify bus delay. In the Bus Recommendation chapter we will identify ways to reduce delays in order to reap the benefits of faster 

buses and more service.  

There are two major routes which pass through the BYK Corridor, Routes 1 and Routes 2, as well as their Limited Stop variants 1L and 1L. For simplicity 

we will deal primarily with the regular 1 and 2 route buses. 

Route 1 

Late at night when there are few riders and little in the way of traffic congestion, the Route 1’s scheduled to take 44 minutes to pass from Kahala to Kalihi, 

passing through the BYK Corridor for part of that route. As the day progresses however the scheduled time slips to take into account expected delays, causing the 

scheduled running time to rise to 61 minutes or a 34% travel time increase. 10  of these 15 minutes in expected delay occur between Iwilei and University Avenue. 

Furthermore, this is just the EXPECTED delay, the actual on time performance was an abject 69% in 2009. 2During the day, including delays, Route 1 has an 

average effective speed of about 8 miles an hour.3 

Route 2 

Route 2 travels along the BYK Corridor for a substantial portion of its service. Early in the morning it travels from Kapolani Community College to Kalihi 

with a scheduled travel time of 57 minutes. As the day progresses the scheduled time rises to as much as 83 minutes or 45% increase in travel time. Of this 26 

minutes of delay, 9 minutes occur between Iwilei and King/Kalakaua. Again this is just the EXPECTED delay; in 2009 Route 2 was on time barely 57% of the 

time! 

Conclusion: 

There are extensive benefits to be gained from moving buses faster along the BYK Corridor. In chapter X we identify ways to reduce delays and gain 

faster and more frequent service. 

                                                      
2 Though in theory some of that could be buses arriving early, itself a result of uncertainty regarding delay.  
3 The Route 1L has limited stops and thus travels a bit faster, bringing the combined route average to 9.5 miles an hour in in 2009 according to the Short Range Transit Master 
Plan. 
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Recommendations 

Overview Of Recommendations 
 

The picture  to the right is of 

a portion of First Avenue in New 

York City which has many of the 

same features which our vision plan 

calls for on King Street and on the 

wider parts of Beretania. 

 

King and Beretania at their 

widest are 66 feet from curb to 

curb, a little narrower than 1st 

avenue in New York which is 70 

feet across, but nevertheless this 

gives one a good overview of 

what our streets can become. 

 
Photo of First Avenue in New York City, showing parking-protected bicycle lane, pedestrian refuge island, three general traffic lanes, and offset bus lane maintaining curbside 

parking. (Photo from NYC DOT/MTA M15 Select Bus Service report) 
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In the following 

sections we go over the street 

features identified to the right 

and more in greater detail. 

While the features are 

separated out as “Pedestrian”, 

“Bicycle” and “Bus” 

recommendations, it is 

important to realize that all of 

them fit together as a 

coherent whole and to some 

degree depend upon each 

other. All bus trips for 

example begin and end as 

pedestrian or bicycle trips. 

Bicycle facilities are essential 

for getting cyclists off of the 

sidewalks while the 

permanent parking and 

pedestrian islands double as a 

buffer to protect the bicycle 

lane from motorized traffic. 
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Pedestrian Recommendations 

In order to make it safe, easy, and enjoyable for people of all ages to be able to walk down and also cross the street, we recommend the following improvements be 

implemented: 

• Pedestrian islands  

• Pedestrian bulbs 

• Improved crosswalk markings 

• Improved crosswalk signaling 

• Separated bicycle facilities 

Pedestrian islands  

 

 

Pedestrian islands help break up the crossing distance so as 

to allow pedestrians of all ages and abilities sufficient time to cross 

the street. People can use the island to safely pause and check to 

see if it is safe before completing the crossing. 

 

 
 (Photo: NYC DOT/MTA) 
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Pedestrian bulbs 

 

Pedestrian bulbs involve extending the 

sidewalk at corners. This shortens the pedestrian 

crossing, creates more sidewalk space, and makes 

pedestrians more visible to motorists. 

 

 
 Pedestrian Bulb on Waialae Avenue in Honolulu (Photo via google) 
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Improved crosswalk markings 

 
Improving crosswalk markings 

can help ensure that motorists are aware 

they need to stop. Color and texture can 

make crossing the street safer and also 

enliven the neighborhood. Raised 

crosswalks can act as traffic calming 

measures 

  

  
Top row: Yellow pattern crosswalk by Flickr user allisondan, Noe Valley “Look” crosswalk (Flickr User Cold 

Storage), bottom row: raised crosswalk from WLCI walk audit report, West Hollywood Rainbow crosswalk(Joshua 

Barash) 

 

. 
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Improved crosswalk signaling 

Crosswalk signals serve an important role in alerting drivers that 

they should stop for pedestrians. The city and county of Honolulu recently 

installed a new flashing yellow cross walk signal across from the Times 

Supermarket on King Street. It remains to be seen how effective the 

flashing yellow will be at preventing collisions. We recommend 

eventually replacing the flashing yellow lights with a green-yellow-red 

traffic signal that is synchronized with the other traffic lights. Not only 

will this ensure that cars stop, it will also ensure that cars remain well 

spaced and flowing as part of the “green wave” which also benefits buses 

and cyclists.  

This particular intersection which now has the activated flashing 

yellow signal is between the red lights at McCully and Punahou , which 

are 2,400 feet apart. Given the number of travel lanes on King Street now 

and on the foreseeable future, it’s important to provide red light protected 

crossings to pedestrians without forcing prolonged detours.  Jan Gehl in 

his book “life between buildings” points out that people don’t enjoy 

taking a roundabout path to their destination especially when the 

destination is clearly in site and a shorter path is possible. Other blocks 

where mid block red lights should be considered include:  

• Between Isenberg and  McCully (1650 feet) 

• Between Pikoi and Keamoku (1350 feet) 

• Between Alapai and Ward (1750 feet) 

The existing signal at King and Hausten (across from Longs Drug) is an excellent example of what a well place signal can do: The distance between the 

University Avenue to Isenberg crosswalks is over 1200 feet. With the Hausten crossing it becomes two 600 foot distances, meaning a pedestrian midway between 

the two crossings, who wants to walk to the exact opposite side of the street, has a maximum of 600 feet worth of diversion rather than 1,200. At 3 miles per hour, 

a pedestrian moves at 4.4 feet per second, meaning that this crosswalk saves a safety conscious pedestrian between 2 and 4 minutes travel time not to mention the 

associated frustration. Making reaching destinations by walking less frustrating, will encourage more people to walk more often. This will not only have health 

benefits for those doing the walking, but also increase safety through the “strength in numbers” effect. Additionally, as Jane Jacobs observed in her now legendary 

book “Death and Life of Great American Cities”, more people walking means more “eyes on the street” that thereby hinders crime and quickly reports it should it 

occur. 
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Proposed New Signalized Crossings: 
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Bicycle Recommendations 

 
In order to make it safer, easier, and more enjoyable for people of all ages and abilities to be able to ride a bicycle along this corridor, we recommend the 

following: 

• Protected Bicycle Facilities (King and Beretania) 

• Traffic Calmed Young Street 

• Thomas Square Multi-use path 

Protected Bicycle Facilities (King and 

Beretania) 
 

Protected bicycle facilities on King 

and Beretania are critical to making it safe and 

convenient for people of all ages and abilities 

to ride. King and Beretania are major arterial 

streets with hundreds of shops, schools, and 

other institutions, all of which stand to gain by 

making it easier for people to arrive by 

bicycle. Only with protected facilities will the 

greatest number of people be willing to ride 

along these streets. 

Fortunately, protected bicycle 

facilities work well with the other goals of the 

project. By moving the parking lane over on 

one side of the street and making it 

permanent, a protected cycle track can be 

constructed on King Street and on Beretania 

where space allows.  The parking lane then 

becomes space for the pedestrian islands 

previously discussed in the Pedestrian 

Recommendations Chapter and improved bus 

stops to be discussed in the bus 

recommendations section. 

 

(Source: NACTO Cities for Cycling Design Guide) 
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What is a cycle track?  

 

-“A cycle track is an exclusive bike facility that combines the user experience of a separated path with the on-street infrastructure of a conventional bike lane.” 

(NACTO) 

 

Cycle tracks typically take up more space than a mere cycle lane and thus afford both greater protection and the ability for faster cyclists to pass slower 

ones, therefore accommodating a broader range of users. In Copenhagen over 40% of the public use bicycles to go to work. They do so in large part on protected 

cycle tracks on major avenues similar in size to Beretania and King Streets. 

 

There are two kinds of cycle tracks: one way and two way. Each has its advantages and disadvantages, which we will discuss briefly below. 
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One Way Cycle Track: 

Pros: 

• Simplest and potentially cheapest of three 

options 

• One way cyclists flow is intuitive to drivers at 

intersections and therefore potentially safer 

for cyclist obeying the rules 

Cons:  

• One way cycle track inconvenient for cyclist 

and likely to lead to some wrong way cycling 

on the cycle track and cycling on the sidewalk 

Requires cyling facilities in opposite direction either 

on same street or on parallel streets 
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Two Way Cycle Track 

Pro: 

•  makes local trips by bicycle easier and more 

intuitive by allowing cyclists to avoid having 

to divert to parallel streets 

Con:  

• Less intuitive than single direction flow: 

“counter flow” direction requires signage and 

other treatments to alert drivers to cyclists in 

both directions 

 

 
 

 

There are undoubtedly additional pros and cons for one way and two way cycle tracks, and it is important that the neighborhoods, businesses and travelers 

who would be affected by selection of either option weigh in on this subject. However, it is not the purpose of this vision plan to conduct the kind of outreach and 

design work that the professionals who work for the city of Honolulu know how to do. Two way and one way cycle tracks are similar enough in their dimensions: 

whichever one is chosen will not impact the other plan elements suggested in this document. 
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Protected Bicycle Lane (Beretania) 

 

 

On the narrower parts of 

Beretania Street it becomes necessary to 

dispense with a full cycle track. This is 

not to say that cyclists can’t have safe 

facilities! A protected bicycle lane is 

possible within the existing roadway 

without significantly altering the overall 

number of motorized travel and parking 

lanes. Such a lane would need to have a 

narrower buffer than the lane shown in 

the image to the right, but it still can be 

protected with hard plastic poles like 

those shown. 

 

 
 Bicycle Lane in Chicago  
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Traffic Calmed Street (Young Street) 
 

One minor departure of 

the BYK Project from the Oahu 

Bicycle Master Plan is that we 

recommend traffic calming on 

Young Street take priority over 

bicycle lanes for the foreseeable 

future. Young Street is a narrow 

street with just two lanes of 

motorized traffic. Due to traffic 

light timing limitations, 

motorized vehicles cannot travel 

very far very fast. In European 

cities with a strong bicycling 

culture streets such as this are 

typically not stripped with 

bicycle lanes. Rather, because 

automobiles cannot travel much 

faster than a bicycle anyway, cars 

and bicycles intermingle with 

cars expected to share the road 

with cyclists. Devices such as the 

“speed lumps” (pictured to the 

right) or mini roundabouts (not 

pictured) can serve to calm motor 

vehicle traffic to the benefit of 

cyclists and pedestrians.  Note 

the gaps which allow for cyclists 

to pass through unimpeded.  

 

 

 Speed lumps in Berkley, California (Photo: Alex Broner) 
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Thomas Square Bike Path 

 

One critical gap in the bicycle 

network which can and should be 

closed right away is the connection 

between Young and Hotel Streets in 

the Thomas Square area.  This 

connection was identified in the Oahu 

Bicycle Master Plan as a priority one 

project. A multi-use path would allow 

both cyclists and pedestrians to pass 

through and enjoy the park on the 

way to their destinations. It is critical 

that the design of this path be done in 

such a way that recognizes the 

historic character of the park while 

ensuring safety for all park users. 

 

 
 Thomas Square (Photo: Google) 
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Proposed Bicycle infrastructure 
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Bus Recommendations 
In order to make it easier and more enjoyable to take the bus on Beretania and King Streets, it is necessary to find ways to move buses faster.  

Fortunately, effective, proven methods of improving bus travel speed are well known. 

• Off bus fare payment & multi-door boarding 

• Level boarding 

• Passive wheelchair restraints 

• Bus Lanes (Between Downtown and King/Kalakaua ) 

Making our bus stops easier to use and more enjoyable is also important. We recommend: 

• Posted Schedules 

• Real time bus arrival information signs 

• Maps & Wayfinding signage (static and/or electronic) 

• Provisions for improved shade and seating 

The following are explanations of each of these recommendations: 
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Off bus fare payment & multi-door boarding 

One  major source of delay for buses is waiting for people to 

pay one by one at the front door. The solution is to set up fare 

payment machines at the stops. Upon paying the fare the rider gets 

proof of payment either in the form of a slip of paper or (in more 

modern systems) electronic proof of payment on an electronic 

payment card. In 2009 over 75% of riders paid with some kind of 

pass. Moreover, since there is just one fare rate for the entire island, 

and since passes offer unlimited rides, there is no need currently for 

pass holders to obtain proof of payment at stops at all! (Short Range 

Transit Plan Existing Conditions) 

The proof of payment concept isn’t new, it is in use on bus 

systems throughout the world including in North American Cities 

such as New York, Seattle, and San Francisco. 

Paired with off bus fare payment is allowing multi-door 

boarding. By opening up all doors at once, people getting onto the 

bus can enter at multiple points and distribute evenly throughout the 

bus. Random security patrols make sure that scofflaw incidents are 

kept to a minimum. 

 
Off bus fair payment (Waikiki Regional Circulator Study Powerpoint) 

From the Short Range Transit Plan:  
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Level boarding 
Level boarding allows 

wheelchair bound passengers 

as well as those with strollers 

and small hand carts to enter 

the bus without the use of a 

lift or ramp. This makes 

boarding easier and more 

convenient for all users and 

helps buses spend less time 

stopped and more time 

moving. 

 

 Level Boarding in Santiago, Chile (Photo from zf.com)  
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Passive Wheelchair Restraint 

  
Passive Wheelchair Restraint In use. (Pictures by Flickr User Oran Viriyincy) 

 

Passive wheelchair restraints allow wheelchair users to board buses and simply wheel their chairs into place facing backwards against a pad (see above). 

The chair user locks their wheels to prevent rolling during acceleration and in case of deceleration the pad keeps the chair from moving.  Wheelchair users the 

world over have discovered the ease and convenience of this system. Because it requires no straps or other restraints it allows the bus driver to stay at the wheel. 

With passive restraints everyone gets to their destination faster and there is less variability in bus travel times than with other kinds of restraint systems. The city 

should reach out to wheelchair users as part of a process of testing and implementing a passive restraint system onto new and existing buses. 
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Bus Lanes (Between Downtown and Kalakaua) 
Congestion from other 

motor vehicle traffic causes 

significant delays for buses. 

During peak hours, when traffic 

is worst, buses also run most 

frequently and are packed with 

people. It is also during these 

hours when buses are most full 

that buses in a given lane are 

moving far more people than 

adjacent general purposes lanes.  

This report recommends bus 

lanes on King and Beretania 

between Richards Stret and 

Kalakaua. We also recommend 

further study into whether bus 

lanes may also be warranted from 

Alapei to Iwilei. 

It is necessary to make 

these bus lanes semi-exclusive. 

Non-bus vehicles would be 

allowed limited use of them in 

order to make right turns and (if 

adjacent to parking) to use 

onstreet parking. 

  
Left: Curb side lane. Right: Lane adjacent to onstreet parking. (Source: NYC DOT/MTA) 

The details of the rules for these bus lanes would need to be worked out by the Department of Transportation Services in order to achieve a balance which moves 

the most people the fastest while maintaining access to local businesses. 
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Making our bus stops easier to use and more enjoyable is also important. We recommend: 

Posted Schedules 

 
 

Posted schedules. (Pictures by Flickr User Oran Viriyincy) 

 

 When people know when the bus is going to arrive it makes the bus more accessible, especially to new bus riders including visitors. 
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Maps & Wayfinding 
Maps and wayfinding signs are a 

great way to help people use the transit 

system on the island and get to where they 

need to go. It also reduces the need for 

riders to ask questions to the driver, which 

is a source of vehicle delay. 

 

(Photos: Waikiki Regional Circulator 

Study) 

 

 

 
‘ 
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Real time bus arrival information signs  

 

Posted schedules allow one to plan ahead according to when the bus is 

supposed to arrive, but many cities have achieved even greater benefits to rider 

information and enjoyment by adding real time arrival information to stations.  

People can more efficiently use their time, for example if you know the bus is 

going to be there in 5 minutes then there might be time to duck into the store 

and grab a soda. Also studies have shown that in the absence of information 

people feel like their wait was longer than it was. With good information 

people’s perceived wait more closely matches with their actual wait time. 

When it comes to making the bus easier and more enjoyable, perceptions are 

important. 

 

 
 (Photo by Flickr User Oran Viriyincy) 

Improved shade and seating 

We shouldn’t have to wait at bus stops for long, but improved shade and 

seating can make the wait more enjoyable. 

 
 (Photo by Flickr User Payton Chung) 
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Community Recommendations 
 

 
Madrid (Photo source: The Atlantic Cities) 

 

Improving the BYK corridor so that it functions better for residents and local businesses is an important part of the BYK project. Walking, 

bicycling and transit improvements all help do this. In addition to those already mentioned, we offer the following improvements as important to 

making the street more of a place worth visiting and consequently increasing visits to local businesses. 

 

• Making on street parking permanent 

• More street trees 

• More places to sit 

 

These are hardly the only things we can do to improve our streets. The Project for Public Spaces has extensive materials on their website 

about how to make great places. One of the roles for the project champion is to engage with the community and the city to develop and implement a 

range of improvements designed to make the street a better place for residents and local businesses. (See the Next Steps and Implementation chapter 

for further explanation of the Champion role)  

 

http://www.pps.org/
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Making On-Street Parking Permanent (King and Beretania) 

 

Waialae Avenue  (Photo source: Google) 

Currently on King and some parts of Beretania, on street parking is forbidden during peak travel times in order to maximize vehicle flow.  This focus on 

through-flow ignores the fact that Beretania and King Streets are neighborhood arterial streets and as such have to serve multiple roles. These roles include 

distributing traffic to the many side street destinations, as a routes to walk, bike, and take the bus, and delivering customers to local businesses. In this latter role, 

on-street parking is essential. On-street parking also helps buffer the sidewalk from motorized traffic and similarly can be used to protect bicycle lanes. Finally, in 

order to implement the curb bulbs, pedestrian islands, and improved bus stops identified in our Pedestrian and Bus Recommendations sections, making parking 

permanent is absolutely essential. 
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More Street Trees 
 

Street trees play an important role in our 

city: they provide shade, they define the sidewalk 

space, they protect the sidewalk from motor 

vehicles, and they help soften the look of the city. 

(Kunstler) 

Generally speaking, the bigger the foliage 

canopy, the bigger the space needed for the trunk 

and roots.  Consequently, if we want more trees and 

especially bigger trees, then we need to set aside 

road width for this purpose. Fortunately this extra 

space is conductive for other purposes, as we will 

discuss next. 

 
 Flickr User Mal Cubed 
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More places to Sit 
Places to sit are important for fostering community and also help support local 

businesses. Whether it’s a brief stop to rest or catch some sun while reading a book or 

drinking coffee with friends, the community needs a large quantity and a wide variety 

of seating to accommodate these various needs. When only small quantities are 

available these seats can  become monopolized by just a few homeless individuals. In 

many places the response to this pattern is to get rid of even what minimal seating 

there is, thereby PUNISHING the community and all who might want to sit. In 

contrast, if we greatly increase the number of places to sit then everyone will be able 

to find a place to sit. 

In San Francisco they have seating in parks and on the sidewalk where there’s 

room, but there - as here - the sidewalk is often too narrow to safely accommodate 

additional seating. The solution they’ve adopted (and which is gaining popularity 

elsewhere) is to create miniature “parklets” out of space formerly devoted to 

automobiles. This “Pavement to Parks” program works with local businesses to 

identify places where there is interest in and demand for more public space. A variety 

of treatments to this space can be applied(refer to the pictures to the right and below 

for examples). These parklets are installed by the city but are looked after and taken 

care of by adjacent businesses, meaning there is no additional cost to the city 

maintenance budget. 

 

 
Photos by Alex Broner   
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Next Steps and Implementation 
 

Phase 1: Review, Revision and Endorsement 
 

This vision plan will come to naught if it does not have community support. For this reason, it is important that individuals from a variety of backgrounds 

be involved with reviewing this plan and suggesting changes. Once these changes have been made, it will then be important to gather as many community 

endorsements as possible. The attached endorsement letter (Attachment A) provides a template for these endorsements. Our hope is to gain endorsements from a 

variety of groups including neighborhood boards, businesses, religious organizations, and other community groups and individuals. 

Phase 2: Short Term Implementation, Long Term Design 
 

Parts of the plan can be implemented relatively quickly and without major expenditure of funds. These parts include: 

• Start the design process for a Young-Hotel Street Multi-use path (Thomas Square) 

• Beretania protected bicycle lane 

• Young Street traffic “speed lumps” 

In order to implement these parts of the plan, the BYK Project has already started discussions with the Department of Transportation Services, Parks and 

Recreation (in the case of Thomas Square) and with the city council. Legislation drafted in support of these efforts will be included as part of Attachment A. 

Additionally, a petition regarding the Beretania protected lanes has been drafted (see attachment B) and will be circulated in order to build support among the 

general public. We will continue to work with our various partners to achieve these goals. 

Phase 3, Realizing the Long Term Vision 
 

Realizing the long term vision plan for the BYK Project will require identifying funds for design and construction. Possible funding sources include 

citywide bicycle and pedestrian funds as well as current or additional transit funds.  With regard to transit funds, as the economy improves the funds available for 

service hours will increase. Instead of buying service hours directly though, the city should consider investing in the bus improvements identified by this plan as 

many of them will yield ongoing service benefits that will eventually far exceed the value of the investments themselves. An additional option is a Local Benefit 

District or an organization similar to the Waikiki Improvement Association. It will be part of the job of the BYK Project Champion to identify appropriate funding 

sources and make sure they get deployed in a way in keeping with the Vision Plan. 
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The BYK Project Champion 
The role of the BYK Project Champion is to support the implementation of the vision plan. This individual or small group of individuals will continue to 

advocate for the plan through all stages of acquiring funding and the design process necessary for implementing the vision.  They will also be responsible for 

updating the vision plan as necessary and (for major changes) reaching out to endorsing organizations to ensure that these changes don’t endanger that 

endorsement. The BYK Project Champion ensures that the BYK Project Vision Plan doesn’t just become another plan that gathers dust on shelves somewhere. 

Conclusion 
 

 The BYK Project corridor is an important corridor in Honolulu and also an important part of a number of neighborhoods. For this reason it’s important to 

get the design of this corridor right for all the many different kinds of people who use it and all the many different purposes for which it serves. For far too long 

we’ve settled for a “business as usual” approach which really isn’t that good for people or for businesses. If we dare to re-imagine our streets, then we will benefit 

from a bounty of health, social, economic, and environmental improvements.  Our streets should reflect not only who we are and how we live, but how we want to 

improve our own lives and the lives of our children.
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